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It has been a while since I have written about 
longarm quilting – because ‘life’ happens.
When I wasn’t actively quilting, I was reading
and looking for new ideas and inspiration for 
me to share. I belong to several trade 
associations that publish magazines about 
quilting in general, with sections dedicated to 
longarm quilting. I read these cover-to-cover 
because they are full of inspiration. 

In my National Quilting Association (NQA) 
magazine I read about judging quilts that have 
been finished on a track mounted system. I 
really liked the description ‘track mounted’ 
(versus ‘longarm’). NQA sets standards for 
much of the quilting world and I hope this 
description becomes the new standard.  After 
all, track mounted systems are not all longarms 
even though people use the term ‘longarm’ as 
if it did describe all quilting systems.  
   
The industry has categorized machines as 
longarm (throat size 18”+), midarm (12” to 18”) 
and shortarm (less than 12”). Size is important 
when choosing patterns and planning the 
quilting designs, but most quilting techniques 
are performed the same way, regardless of the 
throat size.

Here are a few terms used by professional and 
personal quilters:
 Hopping foot (aka foot) 

Like the presser foot on a domestic sewing 
machine, but it works differently – it really 
hops! The shape of the hopping foot has an 
impact on which tools can be used with the 
machine – more about that later. 
 Free motion quilting

Means an individual (not a computer) is 
guiding the machine. Free motion implies that 
the stitch lines can go in all directions, not 
just forward and backward. 

 Continuous line designs
Designed to be quilted without starts & stops.
Machine quilters can’t make an invisible 
transition from one quilting pattern to another 
like hand quilters can. So, pattern designers 
try to eliminate the starts and stops by having 
continuous line designs, for blocks, borders, 
sashings and/or pantograph patterns. 
 Pantograph patterns (aka panto) 

Consist of multiple repeats of the same motif, 
all connected into one continuous line design. 
By tracing the pattern line with a stylus or 
laser light, the quilting design spans the width 
of the quilt. It is repeated, by row throughout 
the entire quilt.
 Edge-to-Edge (E2E) 

Term for quilting a design repeatedly across 
the entire quilt. Sometimes this is done ‘free 
motion’ and other times pantograph patterns 
are used. Often the pantograph pattern has 
upper and lower edges which ‘nest’, making it 
difficult to see the spacing between the rows. 
These are good choices for an Edge-to-Edge 
quilting.
 Border-to-Border (B2B) 

Term for quilting a design repeatedly across 
the quilt, stopping at inside seamlines. When 
the upper and lower edges of a pantograph 
pattern are linear (not deeply nested), the 
pattern is a good choice for a Border-to-
Border design.
 Fillers or background fills

Are simple quilting designs that fill the 
background of a quilt, usually around a focal 
point like an appliqué, center medallion or a 
more elaborate quilted design. Meanders and 
stipple stitching are forms of background fills.
 Stencils

Are used to mark a quilt with a particular 
design. Often quilters think of stencils only for 
marking block designs, but quilting machine 
owners are looking for stencils that are 
continuous line E2E or filler designs. 
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 Rulers
Straight edge templates, with measurements 
marked along one edge. These are used for 
measuring and for Stitch-in-the-ditch or other 
outline quilting. 
 Templates 

Are guides that can be used with the machine 
to stitch a more perfect shape. They are 
thicker than typical templates (about ¼” thick)  
which makes them safe to use with most 
track mounted quilting systems. The quilting 
machine is guided along the edge of the 
template tracing the shape.
 Mechanical Templates 

Are devices that attach securely to the 
quilting table/frame. The template might be 
made of wood or plastic. The design is 
carved into the template, making a track for a 
stylus to follow. The Stylus attaches to the 
machine or crosstrack, and fits into the 
template track. When the machine is started, 
and guided along the template track, it 
stitches an exact copy of the template design. 
Some companies call their templates design 
boards.
  There are also some sophisticated

mechanical templates that work like a 
spirograph, guiding the sewing head around 
in a series of circular rotations, making 
exquisite designs. 

Over the next few weeks/months, I will write 
about track mounted machine quilting tools
in more depth. 

Always “checking” for a better way to quilt!     
Sewlong,

Pat Barry
www.PatBarryQuilts.com

For people who are interested in joining one of 
the quilting associations, here is my shortlist:

Professional Associations:
IMQA – International Machine Quilters 
Association - P.O. Box 419, Higginsville, MO 
64037
Web site is www.IMQA.org
Publication:   On Track!  “ A Magazine for 
Professional Machine Quilters”
Show:  MQS – Machine Quilters Showcase  

IQA – International Quilt Association - 7660 
Woodway Drive, Suite 550, Houston, TX  
77063
Web Site: www.Quilts.org
Publication:  “Quilts – a World of Beauty”
Show:  International Quilt Festivals (public)  
and International Quilt Market  (for the trade)

NQA – National Quilting Association - P.O. Box 
12190, Columbus, OH  43212
Web Site:  www.NQAQuilts.org
Publication:  “The Quilting Quarterly”
Show:  NQA Show, Columbus, OH, in June

AQS – American Quilting Society - P.O. Box 
3290, Paducah, KY  42002
Web Site: www.AmericanQuilter.com
Publication:  “American Quilter Magazine”
Show:  AQS Quilts (several throughout the 
year)


